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5G real-life exposure: how to assess and optimize? 
Wout Joseph 
The first commercial 5G mobile networks are being deployed at the end of 2018 and people will be 
exposed to this new technology. Regulators urgently need in-situ evaluations and will need to have 
procedures and tools for the assessment of realistic human exposure. This leads to a need of on-site 
(in situ) measurements of the RF exposure from the 5G base station radios taken into operation. 
The 5G mobile networks being rolled-out consist of 5G new radio (NR) technology, Massive MIMO 
(MaMIMO) where the base stations will in most cases use beamforming, small cells, and mm-wave 
technology. MaMIMO as 5G technology enables benefits such as excellent spectral efficiency and 
superior energy efficiency. The main concept is to use large base station antenna arrays to 
simultaneously serve multiple user equipment. 
Up to now, there is no methodology available on how to conduct in-situ 5G exposure measurements, 
nor to perform 5G network planning with minimal exposure. An important challenge is to obtain 
correct realistic exposure and avoid unrealistic overestimations by assuming continuous beamforming. 
The aim of plenary is to propose in a general understandable way (i) new measurement methodologies 
to assess the instantaneous as well as (realistic) maximum 5G exposure, (ii) first in-situ 5G base station 
exposure assessments, (iii) insights into 5G-NR equipment, device usage and 5G field distributions, (iv) 
and concepts for 5G network planning with minimal exposure. 
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